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Writing History with History 
 

 

 What a privilege it was to have experienced the sixties and early seventies right from the Grand Prix paddocks. 

The older I get, the more I realize that these were special times, never to return. Am I sad? Not really, because new 

history is made everyday and I am proud that I am still able and allowed to add my part to it with the Yamaha Classic 

Racing Team. Through the years my heart was and always will be with the brand of the three crossed tuning forks 

and that is why I have really been looking forward to this publication.  

 

  Let me explain. A lot has been written about road racing, bookshelves are full on the subject, but alas, only a piti-

ful few with the real story. Many writers forgot the context of the Sixties, a period in which the world changed and 

racing changed with it. Yamaha introduced revolutionary, two, and even four cylinder two strokes shaking off the 

very unjust image of copy cats. The screaming two strokes came to stay and as always the winner knew why he had 

won, the loser why he had lost. Yamaha had the guts to fight against almighty Honda who in 1964 entered a profes-

sional, very complete Grand Prix racing team. Yamaha came over to Europe for just three events (Isle of Man, Spa 

and Assen) and left but Phil Read deserves the credit to push through and conquer the world title.   

 

  How could Saarinen become world champion in 1972 on a Yamaha that the late Barry Sheene said was no good? 

The ink black tragic of the death of Renzo Pasolini and Jarno Saarinen on the Monza track in 1973 or the question-

able story of the 1971 championship winning Fath Yamaha. But what is the relation between these events? The plain 

truth is that Roger Gowenlock was able to get to the bottom of the facts of these occurrences. Not satisfied with exist-

ing history writing, Roger was thorough in his own fact finding and scientific analysis.  

 

 I was deeply impressed when Roger sent me his initial scripts about some of these topics. At last, a writer with an 

open mind, not biased by commercial interests or existing publications as so often is the case. With my classic racing 

team I try to make history with history, I know that Roger is writing history about history with this publication. 

Hence I am convinced that you will enjoy this book as much as I surely will! 

 

Ferry Brouwer 

 

Note from the Author 

 

 Ferry Brouwer was a Yamaha factory mechanic in the late 1960s and early 1970s. In 1968 he helped to prepare 

Phil Read’s 125cc and 250cc water-cooled, disc-valve V4s and when Yamaha withdrew their works teams he joined 

Phil Read’s private team in 1969 and tuned his Yamaha 250cc TD2 and 350cc TR2 production racers. Ferry’s tuning 

extracted a 15% to 20% increase in the power from the standard 250cc TD2 machine which was comparable to the 

output of the factory  RD56 disc-valve twin. At the 1969 Italian Phil Read rode the TD2 to defeat 250cc World 

Champion Kel Carruthers who was riding the factory four-cylinder Benelli and Phil broke the 250cc and 350cc lap 

records that had been set by Mike Hailwood on 6-cylinder Hondas. In 1970 on his TD2 Phil broke the Brands Hatch 

lap record that he had set in 1968 riding the factory RD05A V4 whilst duelling with Bill Ivy.  

 

 In 1972 Ferry rejoined Yamaha as a factory mechanic and prepared bikes ridden by Jarno Saarinen and Chas 

Mortimer. After the tragic death of Saarinen in 1973 he left Yamaha and set up the European HQ of Arai Helmets in 

1983, from which he retired as MD in 2008 to concentrate on his Yamaha Classic Racing Team. For a number of 

years Ferry had collected classic racing motorcycles and organised the 1998 Centennial Classic Assen TT. Around 

2005 he decided to concentrate on classic Yamaha racing motorcycles and has built up a very impressive collection 

covering the 1960s and 1970s, with the jewels in the crown being the replicas of the 1968 Yamaha 125cc RA31A and 

250cc RD05A V4s that he built from scratch. The bikes are being paraded throughout Europe to revive the memories 

of those exciting times and show those not fortunate  enough to have witnessed this epic era at first hand, something 

of what they have missed. The YCRT website address is; www.yamaha-classic-racingteam.nl   

 

Roger Gowenlock 
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 The search for pictures to illustrate this book was not 

straight foward because I believe that the nature of the 

work required that at least one picture for each race was 

necessary to bring it to life. When I first laid out the 

chapters in a very amateurish way in Microsoft Pub-

lisher, I used scans from the weekly motorcycling pa-

pers and had no idea whether any of them would still be 

available. One of the problems was that the ownership 

of these titles had changed down the years as Motor Cy-

cle (magazine) merged with Motor Cycling (paper) to 

become ‘Motor Cycle with Motor Cycling’ (paper), dis-

carding the “with” shortly afterwards , then finally being 

known as Motor Cycle Weekly before folding in the 

1980s. I heard stories of pictures not surviving poor 

storage conditions and even just being thrown away!  

 

 My first port of call was to Mortons Media (Classic 

Racer) as I had been told that they had acquired the 

rights to the images published in the aforementioned 

titles. Their archive was not on line then and two trips 

were required to Lincolnshire to go through their boxes 

of photos. What struck me was that I saw very few nega-

tives, just photographs and the former were in Nic Nicks 

TT negative books. At first I was a little disappointed 

because I only found about half of the pictures that had 

been published in the weekly papers. However, I did 

find a lot of the good ones plus some exciting new ones. 

 

 I looked further afield to such as the Mick Woollett 

Archive that is often accredited with photos in books on 

motorcycle racing but I found that this had disappeared 

into private hands and is, alas, no longer available. I 

contacted Jan Heese and he supplied me with some 

gems from his collection. Finally I approached MCN 

who have an online archive which is very easy to use 

and again I only found about 20 suitable images from 

the 1960s GPs but they were mostly from the early years 

before Jan Heese so it tended to balance out. 

 

 On reflection, I am pleased with the pictures that I 

have found but I was still short of the 200 odd that I had 

targeted and asked Mortons if I could use scans from the 

original copies of Motor Cycle/Motor Cycling for those 

pictures where they had no originals, which they kindly 

agreed to. Because of their poor quality I tried to keep 

them down to a minimum and the size small so the poor 

quality would not so obvious but now that the book is 

available in e-form this is not so critical. 

 

 I wanted to publish the book myself from the begin-

ning but did not know how and for a time went with the 

only publisher who was interested but I was not happy 

and the editor very magnanimously released me from 

our agreement. Then my local printer made the break-

through when they told me about some free software 

(cutePDFwriter) for converting documents to the PDF 

files necessary for printing. I used Microsoft Publisher 

to lay the book out because it was familiar to me, even 

though it was meant primarily for smaller documents 

such as leaflets and brochures. From my experience 

there is a lot of unnecessary mystic in publishing and the 

traditions that go back to the limitations of the printing 

press and they seem reluctant to embrace the freedom 

and flexibility of the digital age.  

 

 You will find no fancy graphics in this book, just a 

simple plain layout that is intended to make it easy to 

read and none of the arty-farty publishing tricks of the 

trade just to attract attention or sentences highlighted in 

large print for those too lazy to read the whole page. I 

hope it will become a reference book that you will find 

easy to use and want to come back to on a regular basis. 

I was told that it should have an index at the back but 

this is not a traditional book and with it divided up into 

individual races this is an index in itself. However, even 

I cannot remember important milestones, so I have put a 

blank lined page at the back so the reader can a make 

note of things they would like to find again quickly.   

 

 None of the main publishers of books on motor-

cycling were interested in this book because it is very 

complicated and required a lot of time and patience to 

lay it out as I have done. I spent 2/3 months doing this 

working 4/5 hours a day.  Publishing houses are only 

interested in simple books that can be laid out quickly 

and cheaply to catch the eye. I don’t like the common 

practice of putting the captions at the side of pictures 

because this wastes large areas of paper which could be 

better used to give pictures their due prominence. I cal-

culate that by putting the captions underneath the pic-

tures, the latter can be up to twice the size and avoid 

those unsightly areas of white paper.  

 

 The age of digital printing and Print On Demand 

means that the monopoly and dictatorship of the pub-

lishing houses can be broken and this is even more so 

now that e-book format is upon us. if you have a story 

you want to tell then have a go. Don’t be put off by the 

mysteries of publishing, even PDF files are not to be 

feared, they only fix the material laid out by publishing 

software so that it won’t easily move and can be printed. 

If you need any help or have any comments on the con-

tents or layout of the book please contact me by email at 

the following address; r.gowenlock1@ntlworld.com  
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 My first and really main acknowledgement must go to Australian Greg Bennett whom I got to know through his 

website tz350.com over ten years ago, following which we have become good friends. He told me that he was writing 

a book called Yamaha Two Stroke Production Roadracing Motorcycles Vol.1: 1959 to 1982 & I was privileged to be 

the first person to know. He urged me to write a book on Yamaha’s racing history, this being my main interest. It was 

something that I wanted to do but never thought possible, particularly to self publish as Greg had done. Initially I said 

I would do it, partly to get him off my back and also in the knowledge that he was ahead of me and I could, hope-

fully, learn from his experience. I started it way back in the Autumn of  2003 so it has been 6 years in the making. 

 

 Next must come Spencer Elton of Motor Racing Memorabilia (www.spencerelton.co.uk) from whom I obtained 

99% of the relevant copies of Motor Cycling covering the 1960s GPs at the autumn Stafford Show and the Bristol 

Show held at Shepton Mallet in February each year, where I spent several hours on my hands a knees at his stand at 

both venues going through them one by one! Then all my Yamaha friends who have encouraged and supported me 

and shown great patience through the many delays; Klaas Tjassens, Steve Wareing (RD56 replica), Steve Jackson 

(TZ Club), Fedor van de Pol, Jim Lyon, Colin MacKellar (particularly for the scan on page 34) and not least Ferry 

Brouwer who kindly agreed to write the forward and has provided much inspiration through his collection of historic 

Yamahas in his Yamaha Classic Racing Team and in particular his fantastic replicas of the 1968 250cc & 125cc V4s. 

 

Phil Read’s two autobiographies; “Prince Of Speed”, and “Phil Read, THE REAL STORY”. 

Michelle Duff’s autobiography; “The Mike Duff Story, Make Haste, Slowly”. 

Jim Redman’s two autobiographies; “Wheels of Fortune” & “Jim Redman-Six Times World Motorcycle Champion” 

Alan Peck’s biography of Bill Ivy; ”NO TIME TO LOSE, The fast moving world of Bill Ivy” 

 

The wonderful GP reports in the weekly bike papers and in particular those by Mick Woollett in MCN’s rival which 

changed names from Motor Cycling to Motor Cycle and then MCW. I contacted Mick whilst preparing this book and 

he was still going strong and using the same typewriter that he had used to write those evocative 1960s GP reports!  

 

Picture Credits; 

 

The picture on page 15 is the best image the author has ever seen of Yamaha’s RD56 and is in fact a painting by 

Kenji Shibata of Seevert Works in Japan. He has painted a wide range of Japanese motorcycles that are available in 

A3 & A2 prints from http://www005.upp.so-net.ne.jp/seevert/, including Yamaha’s 1963 RD56, 1965 250cc RD56 

(naked & faired), 1968 125cc RA31A, 1968 250cc RD05A, 1973 500cc OW20, 1978 500cc OW35 & 1988 YZR500. 

 

Mortons Media (Classic Racer); Page numbers in italics are scans from originals supplied by Mortons; 

Pages; 7,8, 14,15 (bottom), 17, 19 (bottom) 22, 24, 26 (bottom), 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 33, 34, 35, 38, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 

53, 55, 56, 57, 58, 60, 61, 62. 63, 65, 66, 67, 68, 70. 71, 74, 75.77, 79, 80, 82, 83, 84, 85, 87, 88, 89, 91, 92, 98, 99, 

101, 102,103, 104, 105, 105, 107, 109, 110, 111, 112, 114, 115, 116, 117 (bottom), 120, 121, 122, 124, 125, 129,  

130, 131, 133, 134, 137, 143 (top), 145, 146, 147, 149, 151, 154 (right), 155, 157, 158, 159. 160, 161, 162, 163, 164, 

165, 167, 168, 169, 170, 172, 173, 175, 179, 183, 184, 185, 186, 187, 190, 192, 193, 194, 202, 205 (top, right),207, 

208, 210, 211, 213 (bottom), 214, 218, 220, 221, 222, 223, 225 (top), 226, 227, 229, 230, 232, 233, 234, 236, 237, 

238, 240, 241, 242, 244, 245, 248, 249, 250.  

 

Motor Cycle News; 

Pages; 20, 21, 32, 37, 39, 40, 46, 47, 48, 73 (bottom), 94, 97, 100, 127, 132, 143 (bottom), 148, 150, 152, 154 (left), 

171, 176, 181, 189. 

 

Jan Heese; Pages; 73 (top), 76, 78, 113, 156, 174, 177, 188, 198, 205, 206, 209, 215, 216, 217, 224, 225 (bottom), 

228, 243, 246 (top, left & right), 252, 253. 

 

Klaas Tjassens; Pages; 108, 153, 167 (top, right). 

 

Bonhams wonderful studio shot of Jim Redman’s 1964 Dutch TT wining 250cc four-cylinder Honda ; Page 16 
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 I have been a fan of Yamaha two-stroke racing 

motorcycles since the 1960s. At the beginning of 1961, I 

was planning to make my first visit to the magical Isle of 

Man for the world-renowned TT races. At the other side 

of the world Yamaha were making plans for an even 

bigger adventure, they were coming over to Europe, 

where they were virtually unknown, to take part in the 

World Motorcycle Championships for the very first 

time. They realised that sales depended on race success 

and world sales would depend on their achievements in 

the FIM World Championships and the TT, in particular. 

I was born and brought up in the seaside resort of 

Bournemouth in Southern England and for a British 

motorcycle racing fan I was almost as far away from the 

IOM as I could be. Yamaha, likewise, were almost as far 

away as they could be from Europe, the World 

Championships and the TT. 

 

 Subjectively, in my eyes, my trip to the IOM was 

every bit as difficult as Yamaha’s. I was in my late 

teens, very insecure and lacking in self confidence (still 

am), had never travelled far from home and never on my 

own but the lure of the TT was enough to overcome all 

my inhibitions and persuade me to give it a go. My 

interest in motorcycle racing began in the early 50s 

when I was given a book called ‘Speed on Land Air and 

Sea’ as a present. The section on speed on the land had 

chapters covering trains, cars and motorcycles and the 

one on two-wheels was about the IOM TT Races and I 

was captivated by it and I knew that one day I would 

have go there and experience it at first hand, in the flesh, 

so to speak. With the TT being the British round of the 

World Championships there was no GP in England so 

the only way to see our home GP was to go to the IOM. 

 

 To get to school I had to walk down the high street 

between the suburbs of Winton and Moordown to the 

north of Bournemouth. Each day I passed a newsagent 

and in those days the papers and magazines were kept 

behind the counter, not on racks where you could help 

yourself as now, you had to ask for them. However, they 

did put some on display in the window and one morning 

in 1954 as I passed the shop at the age of 12, I saw a 

copy of Motor Cycling with a picture of a Norton 

Dominator on the cover. Now the aesthetics of how a 

bike looks has always been important to me and that 

Norton looked beautiful with its featherbed frame and 

flowing lines and I could not stop thinking about it all 

day whilst I was at school. On the way home I had to 

have it and blew all my pocket money to purchase it. I 

was one of six and my dad was lowly paid storekeeper 

for a motor accessory parts company and his wages were 

hard earned and spending my pocket money on a 

motorcycle magazine did not go down too well but what 

I found inside enabled me to ride this disapproval and 

criticism. It was the second TT issue with the report of 

the controversial 1954 Senior TT when the race was 

stopped after 4 laps due to very wet weather, giving the 

victory to Norton’s Ray Amm. Geoff Duke had been in 

the lead on his Gilera when he stopped to refuel at the 

beginning of the 4th lap whereas Amm had yet to do so. 

Some claimed the race was stopped deliberately to 

ensure a home win by a British bike. I still have that TT 

report today and the pictures of the Gileras with a simple 

handlebar nacelle and tiny fly screen with all the details 

on view of what was then a very exotic double overhead 

camshaft four cylinder engine. By 1961 the Gilera fours 

had gone and whilst the MV equivalents were still there, 

the emphasis was starting to shift to the smaller classes 

and Honda fielded a number of 250 fours with cylinders 

much smaller than the MVs, producing an exhaust note 

that was much higher and even more exciting. 

 

 I had a small second hand bicycle when I was only a 

few years old and I really enjoyed leaning it over to go 

round corners so the jump to motorcycles and racing 

was a very small one. By the time I was planning to visit 

the IOM, a Raleigh Blue Streak with 10 derailleur gears 

and drop handlebars had replaced the child’s cycle and I 

would continually try to break my personal record to and 

from work. A one way trip was around 4 miles and 

virtually all downhill to my workplace and as I had an 

7 
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mountain road during the wet 1954 500 cc Senior TT. 
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hour and a quarter for lunch and my mother always 

cooked the main meal at midday, I could just get home 

and back within that period. The prevailing westerly 

wind was behind me on the way there so the record 

attempts were always made on the downhill leg when I 

was returning after lunch and the roads were fairly quiet 

with little traffic. It was quite hairy at times because I 

would wind the bike up and get up to such a speed that 

the bike was under-geared and top gear was too low and 

my long legs, like any long stroke motor, soon reached 

their rev limit. Fortunately on a bicycle you have a free 

wheel so my long con-rods could rest when the 

maximum revs had been reached. In a number of places 

I came to road junctions and not wanting to slow down I 

had to keep my wits about me, assess the situation and 

make a quick decision and commit myself and it was 

exhilarating if you got it right. I must have approached 

speeds up to 40 mph and that is no joke when you are 

relying on simple brake blocks pressing on the wheel 

rim to slow you down. In my mind I was descending  

the Mountain on the IOM TT course but the uphill 

return journey was all a question of torque and slow 

revving muscle power, which my long stroke legs were 

more suited to. On the rare occasions when the wind 

was from the east I could set a time for the homeward 

trip that would stand for some time before the weather 

again presented an opportunity to challenge it. The 

bicycle was the only transport I possessed, I had yet to 

pass either the motorcycle or car driving test and I was 

busy saving up for a motorcycle and trying to wear 

down my parent’s resistance to it.  

 In those days, we had an integrated railway system 

in the UK called British Rail and the deciding factor that 

made me attempt something like going to the IOM on 

my own was that once a day there was train from 

Bournemouth West Station to Liverpool called the Pines 

Express. It left around breakfast time and arrived at 

Lime Street Station, Liverpool around teatime, travelling 

up the west side of the country and involved the 

minimum of stops and no train changes. This was before 

the days of the package deals and I decided to fly to the 

IOM from Liverpool Airport but I do not remember very 

much about the journey so the transfers which would 

have concerned me, must have gone off all right. I 

caught a bus from Ronaldsway Airport which deposited 

me on the promenade at Douglas and I walked up to my 

digs in Hutchinson Square, just a short distance from the 

seafront. Similarly, Yamaha’s trip to the 1961 TT could 

be traced back a few years. Knowing from the outset 

that success in racing was the key to sales, they took part 

in the Mount Fuji and Mount Asama races from 1955, 

with considerable success. Having conquered their 

homeland they looked overseas and with an eye on the 

lucrative American market contested a US international 

race on Catalina Island in 1958. Finally with Honda 

achieving success in Europe and in particular at the TT 

in 1959 and 1960, Yamaha had to bite the bullet and join 

in because success there was acknowledged world-wide. 

They planned to contest four GPs, the French, the Isle of 

Man TT, Dutch TT and the Belgian GP but custom 

clearance for the bikes and equipment took a lot longer 

than they had anticipated, 3 days in fact and they dashed 

Bob McIntyre leading the 1961 250cc TT at Whitegates, Ramsey, before his Honda seized on the last lap. 
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from Paris to Clermont-Ferrand and only arrived as 

250cc practice was about to get underway. Following an 

inauspicious start to their campaign for World 

domination with an 8th place in both 125 and 250 races, 

the team moved onto the IOM. 

 

 Traditionally the 250cc Lightweight TT was the first 

event on Monday morning, the first day of race week. 

After breakfast I made my way on foot through the back 

roads of Douglas to Quarter Bridge and managed to 

obtain a good vantage point on the outside of the corner 

behind a barrier alongside a monument of some kind. I 

waited in expectation in the knowledge that there were 

at least six of the exotic four cylinder Hondas lining up 

on the Glenclutchery road just over a mile from where I 

stood. A works bike had been allocated to my favourite 

rider, Bob McIntyre whilst Mike Hailwood had been 

loaned a 1961 model. I shall never forget the sight and 

sound of those short-stroke, high revving, four cylinder, 

250cc Hondas as they approached me on full bore down 

Bray Hill with the revs rising and falling as they 

changed down through the gears, braked for Quarter 

Bridge, heeled over and then accelerated away up 

through the box to Braddan Bridge. The scream from 

those four open exhausts sounded like sweet music to 

my ears as the engines came in on full song and with 

four more laps to come, I awaited with bated breath for 

their return in another 22/23 minutes. Each lap they 

came by Bob Mac was in the lead on corrected time but 

on the last lap his bike expired denying him certain 

victory but the remaining Hondas finished in the first 

five places to dominate the race. 

 

 Wednesday’s races featured the 125cc Ultra-

Lightweight and Junior TT for 350cc machines, in that 

order. I became quite adventuresome, for me that is, and 

caught a coach down on Douglas seafront to take me to 

up Creg-ny-Baa. After being deposited in the pub car 

park, I set off to walk the 1½ miles up to the right/left at 

Keppel Gate. The 125cc race was dominated by a horde 

of 125cc Honda twins which, whilst not quite as exciting 

as the 250 fours, were still nonetheless impressive. The 

afternoon’s Junior and Friday’s Senior (350/500) TTs 

were won by home riders and machines, Phil Read and 

Mike Hailwood, respectively, both on Nortons, 

following the failure of Gary Hocking’s “Privat” MVs.  

 
 I expect you are wondering why I have not yet 
mentioned the debut of the works Yamahas in the 
lightweight classes; surely that was the purpose of the 
introduction, to say that I was there. Well, I have a 
confession to make and I am ashamed to admit that I did 
not see the Yamahas, or to be more precise I did not 
notice them. I must have seen them because they were 
there and although they lacked speed, they were reliable 
so it was not a case of them only going by once or twice 
and therefore easily missed, they completed the race and 
came past me every time. I was not aware that I had 
missed Yamaha’s debut in 1961 until I read about it 
nearly 20 years later in Ted Macauley’s book, “The 
Yamaha Legend”. A few years later in 1985, I saw a 
picture of Itoh in Colin MacKellar’s first book “Yamaha 
Two-Stroke Twins”, rounding Quarter Bridge on the 
RD48 250 disc-valve twin. There it was in black and 
white and I was stood only a few metres away and I did 
not notice it, he was just another backmarker, how 
ironic, it is difficult to accept or believe. In my defence 
the bikes were fitted with fairings that looked quite ugly, 
being very bulbous around the handlebar area and had 
yet to acquire that distinctive and eye catching red and 
white livery of Yamaha’s now traditional good looks. 
After the Belgian GP at Spa Yamaha retired to Japan 

9 
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almost as unnoticed as they had appeared but they had 
learnt a tremendous amount and used the knowledge to 
such good effect that everyone stood up and took notice 
when they returned to the GP scene two years later and 
that is where our story begins. 
 
 I am afraid that I have another confession to make, I 
also missed the beginning of Yamaha’s GP success in 
1963 and 1964. At the end of 1962 Bob McIntyre, the 
rider I followed, was tragically killed at Oulton Park and 
it upset me so much that I lost interest in the sport for a 
while. This lasted virtually two years and when I 
returned in 1965, Yamaha had already won its first 
250cc title without me knowing anything about it. I had 
always been attracted to two-stroke twins and was 
thinking of trading in my very first bike, a BSA 125cc 
Bantam, for one of the Villiers engined British two-
stroke twins. My defence in having a small pop-pop, 
such as a BSA Bantam, was that my father insisted that I 
start out on a simple small capacity bike for my entry 
into motorcycling. Yamaha’s second 250cc title in 1965 
persuaded me to buy one of their exciting 250cc YDS3 
sporting twins in 1966.  
 
 Fast forward 30 years; I joined the Yamaha TZ Club 
in 1995 and following early retirement in 1997 I began 
visiting classic shows to see the late 1960s and early 
1970s Yamaha production racers. At the classic bike 
show at Stafford in 2003 I was amazed to discover a 
large number of copies of the weekly bike paper “Motor 
Cycling” covering the 1960s just lying on the floor 
under the tables of a stall. I could not believe my good 
luck and spent nearly an hour and a half on my hands 
and knees going through them and picking out the issues 
containing the GP reports. As you would expect after 40 
years or so they were not in tip-top condition and had 
been stored folded in half, so a brown age discolouration 
mark ran across the middle of most of the front pages. 
The stall holder put them into a Tesco plastic bag and to 
the casual observer they would have looked just like a 
pile of waste newspapers ready to be thrown out. I am 
sure my wife must have thought so when I showed them 
to her in a very excited state when I arrived back home 
later that day but to me they were a treasure trove.  
 
 The very next day I went through them and carefully 
re-creased them back to their original folds, tidied them 
up and left them pressed under some large heavy books 
for a few days and they no longer looked like a load of 
junk. The most exciting ones for me were the issues of 
“Motor Cycling” covering 1964 as I had never seen or 
read those reports but the issues for 1965 and 1966 also 
held a lot of interest because I had not kept them at the 
time and the 1967 250cc and 1968 125cc and 250cc GP 
race reports were the only ones to make it into a 
scrapbook. For as long as I can remember I have wanted 
to bring all the published information and the best 

pictures on Yamaha’s early GP years together to 
produce as definitive an account as possible, just for 
myself that is. When Desk Top Publishing first came to 
my attention the opportunity was on the horizon. Soon 
after I joined the Yamaha TZ Club I began writing 
articles for the club magazine and would regularly surf 
the internet for pictures of Yamaha racing motorcycles 
and came across the tz.350.com website and made 
contact with the owner Greg Bennett. We became good 
friends and he posted some of my articles on his website 
and told me that he was writing a book on Yamaha’s 
production racers and urged me to do likewise. I took 
some convincing and in the end said I would but initially 
it was just to get him off my back but the more I thought 
about the idea the more I liked it, instead of just doing it 
for myself I could raise my horizons and spread 
Yamaha’s historic and glorious past far and wide.   
 
 The articles for the Yamaha TZ Club that seemed to 
go down best were the accounts of a years GP racing 
such as the 1967 250cc World Championship and Kenny 
Roberts’ hat-trick of 500cc Titles, 1978 to 1980. The 
issues of “Motor Cycling” from Stafford included 1967 
so there was a slight over lap with reports that I had kept 
at the time and it meant that I had almost complete 
coverage of the 1960s GPs contested by Yamaha’s 
Factory Teams and 1964 was the obvious place to start. 
Having missed it then, it was almost like experiencing 
the season for the first time and I had a ball writing the 
chapter on 1964 and I hope you enjoy it and the 
subsequent years as much as I enjoyed writing them.   
 
 The 1960s was an epic era in GP racing. The 1950s 
was aptly called the Golden Age with 4, 6 and even 8 
cylinder four-stroke 500cc bikes from Italian factories, 
Gilera, Moto-Guzzi and MV plus a horde of single and 
twin cylinder bikes from MV, Mondial, Ducati, Bianchi 
and NSU in the smaller classes. When all but MV 
withdrew from GP racing towards the end of the 50s, the 
Classics went through a lean period with MV easily 
winning virtually everything. The situation was ripe for 
the Japanese who were looking to expand into the world 
markets and Honda led the way with their sojourn to the 
TT in 1959. Towards the end of the 1950s the East 
German MZ Company had shown that competitive 
power could be produced from the simple utilitarian 
two-stroke engine but they lacked access to the best 
materials and it was left to Suzuki and more particularly 
Yamaha to capitalise on MZ’s work. Thus, in the 1960s 
the attention switched from the bigger classes to the 
lightweight machines where disc-valve two-strokes of 
up to 4 cylinders took issue with short-stroke, dohc, four 
valves per cylinder, high revving four-strokes of 2 to 6 
cylinders. By the time Yamaha joined in Honda had 
established themselves in the 250cc class with four 
cylinder bikes but the Yamaha RD56 twin forced them 
to go to 6 cylinders. On with the story……..! 
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 When Yamaha first contested the GPs full time in 

1964 they had very little GP experience and it was very 

different to what it is today. Following the withdrawal of 

the Italian works teams in the late 1950s, GP racing 

went through a rather lean period until the Japanese 

came on the scene in the early 1960s, keen to promote 

the sales of their bikes through racing success. Multi-

cylinder, short stroke, DOHC, four valves per cylinder 

four-strokes, revving up to 20,000+rpm, fought tooth 

and nail with disc-valve two-strokes of 2 to 4 cylinders.  

 

 The 1960s was a truly classic time in GP racing held 

on public road circuits, the majority of which were 

between 5 and 8 miles long, often in hilly or 

mountainous terrain, a true test of man and machine, the 

like of which will never be seen again; e.g. Clermont 

Ferrand in the volcanic Auvergne Mountains in France, 

Montjuich Park on the hill high above Barcelona in 

Spain, the IOM TT Mountain course, Assen in Holland, 

Spa-Francorchamps in the Ardennes in Belgium, 

Solitude just west of Stuttgart in Germany, the 

Sachsenring in the then GDR and Dundrod in Ulster.  

 

 The 250cc RD56 gave Yamaha their first GP success 

in 1963. It made its debut at the final race of 1962, the 

Japanese GP and in the hands of Fumio Ito, acquitted 

itself well, challenging Tommy Robb’s 250cc Honda 

four for second place, only to lose it by just half a 

second. The parallel twin disc valve two-stroke engine 

was new and replaced the Showa derived unit used in 

the 1961 RD48 when Yamaha made their first trip to 

Europe. That expedition showed that whilst the engine 

was reliable it lacked speed and the flimsy frame 

derived from the road bike was inadequate for GP 

racing. The 1963 RD56 had a more powerful engine 

producing 45bhp (+10), a new duplex cradle frame 

based on the renowned Norton ‘Featherbed‘ and an extra 

gear in the gearbox to provide it with 7 speeds.  

 

 Due to a disastrous venture into the scooter market, 

finances were tight which meant missing Europe 

altogether in 1962 and limiting the 1963 campaign to 

just three races, the IOM TT, the Dutch TT and the 

Belgium GP. At the TT Ito was leading Redman 

(Honda) until a long pit stop of 55 seconds compared to 

the latter’s 30 seconds, surrendered the lead and he came 

home second 27s down. For a rider with so little 

experience in the IOM it was very creditable 

performance and the confidence in the Yamaha camp 

was boosted even further when they learnt that the twin 

was clocked at over 140 mph through the Highlander 

speed trap, almost 10mph faster than Redman’s all-

conquering Honda four. Phil Read could see the way 

things were going. He was part of Geoff Duke’s team 

and the ill-fated venture to bring back the four cylinder 

Gileras for the first time since 1957. No development 

had occurred in the intervening six years and the MVs, 

which had improved, were unbeatable in the hands of 

Mike Hailwood. Phil, realizing the Japanese were going 

to be the immediate future of GP racing, befriended Ito 

at the 1963 TT and wrote to Yamaha to offer his 

services but heard nothing until just before the last race. 

 

 At the Dutch TT at Assen, Ito was again second to 

Redman and a week later Yamaha contested the 

Belgium 250cc race at Spa chalking up their first GP 

win, a 1-2 at that, with Ito first and Sunakio second. 

Although Redman had been injured and could not take 

part, it is unlikely that it would have made any 

difference because the race and lap records were broken. 

If the money had been available to stay in Europe and 

contest the rest of the GPs, it is probable that Yamaha 

would have won the 250 title in 1963 but they retreated 

to Japan to build on their success for the following year. 

Realizing that they needed a rider with European 

experience they invited Phil Read to Japan to ride the 

RD56 at the last GP at Suzuka. After leading for much 

of the race and finishing in third place with the engine 

firing on only one cylinder, he was signed to lead the 

team in 1964 and he advised them on handling, spring 

rates, brakes, carburation and the riding position. 

 

 As in 1963, Yamaha did not want to contest all of 

the 1964 GPs, their intention being just to do the first 

five races but Read persuaded them to let him have the 

bikes and mechanics for the second half of the season if 

he provided the transport. On Phil’s advice they engaged 

Mike Duff as a second rider, but he was only contracted 

for three races, the IOM TT, Dutch TT and Belgium GP. 

Read took one of the 1963 bikes with him back to 

Europe to use in non-championship races and awaited 

the new bikes for the 1964 season.  
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 The RD56 was a conventional air-cooled parallel 

twin two-stroke with disc valve induction. The top half 

was aluminium whereas the vertically split crankcase 

was made from magnesium alloy. Each cylinder had its 

own separate pressed up crankshaft running on needle 

roller bearings and they were connected together at a 

180 degree throw by a central gear which transmitted 

the drive to the seven-speed gearbox. With a power 

stroke each time the piston ascended i.e. twice as often 

as a four-stroke, excess heat was the fear of the early 

two-stroke engineers and with it the risk of seizure. To 

combat this a pump, sitting on top of the gearbox and 

driven by it, fed oil under pressure through the hollow 

crankshaft, direct to the main and big end bearings. This 

direct oil feed was fed from a tank situated in the seat 

unit and was supplemented by a petroil mix of 25 to 1 to 

ensure that the cylinder bores and pistons were also 

lubricated. Fuel consumption was about 25 mpg 

 

 The aluminium cylinders had three transfer ports, 

one at the rear plus one on each side and the bores were 

given a porous chrome plating to help maintain the oil 

film. To dissipate the heat both the cylinder and the head 

were equipped with massive fins giving the engine an 

impressive appearance and it certainly looked very 

potent. Underneath the gear box was a long, finned 

sump from which a pump splashed oil onto the gears to 

avoid the power loss that occurs when the contents of 

the gearbox are completely immersed. Included was a 

separator to remove air bubbles and ensure that the 

recycled oil provided a continuous film each time it 

washed over the gears. 

 

 Ignition was provided by a magneto situated on top 

of the gearbox and powered by a half-shaft driven by a 

gear on the other end of the clutch shaft. The magneto 

points were wired to coils mounted on the top frame rail 

as it curved down to the swinging arm. The wire feed to 

the coil serving the left plug also drove the rev counter 

so if the rev counter needle jumped all over the place 

like a seismograph prior to an earthquake, then it was 

the left plug that had fouled. If the rev counter stayed 

normal it was the right plug that needed to be changed. 

Spare plugs were carried in a pouch in the fairing. 

 

 The frame, based on the world renowned Norton 

“Featherbed“, was made from molybdenum chromium 

steel tubing. It was a double cradle with the top rail, 

heavily gusseted at the steering head, sweeping down in 

an arc to the swinging arm pivot. The sub-frame tube 

was welded to the top rail as if it was a continuation of 

it. The brakes were 220 mm, single leading shoes front 

and rear but the former was double sided. 

 

 Originally Yamaha only produced musical 

instruments and the manufacture of motorcycles was to 

diversify so the products of the two branches of the 

company were certainly far apart. During the early 80s 

the tuning fork logo was no longer put on the bike’s fuel 

tanks, presumably because it was considered that 

musical instruments had nothing to do with the 

motorcycle side of the business but it is good to see that 

it has now returned. In the 1960s, however, the musical 

side of the company played a very important part in the 

development of the racing bikes. To extract maximum 

power from a racing two-stroke it is important to 

harness the sound resonances of the exhaust gases and 

the sound engineers from the musical arm of Yamaha, 

used their expertise to calculate the shape and length of 

the expansion chambers. 

 

 Using a bore and stroke of 56 mm x 50.6 mm, the 

engine produced 48 bhp at 11,000 rpm and the complete 

bike weighed between 115 kg and 120 kg (253/265lbs). 

The power band was narrower than the 1963 model, 

with real power not coming in until 9,000 rpm, so even 

more skill was required to keep the revs up to prevent 

the plugs from oiling up.  

The 1964 Yamaha 250cc Disc-Valve RD56 Twin 
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 After an unsatisfactory attempt to contest the 250cc 

class with an underpowered air-cooled, disc valve twin, 

Suzuki built a water-cooled, disc valve, square four 

two-stroke which made its debut at the final GP of the 

1963 season in Japan. It was a very inauspicious start as 

Degner lost the front end in the second corner and 

Perris stopped to save him from the flames from 

engulfing him as it caught fire, thereby ending his race 

also. Anderson on the third bike crashed and it really 

was an omen of what was to come. The same version 

was raced at the first GP of 1964 in America but its 

successor was given a shake down at the non-

championship Austrian GP prior to the start of the 

European rounds in Spain. 

 

 The mark 2 version had been completely revamped 

with the frame altered to reduce the wheelbase and 

stiffen it up. Water circulated within the block, doing 

away with the long hoses from the radiator to the back 

of the cylinders but it retained the thermo siphon which 

meant it was still prone to seizure. Internal changes 

consisted of new and narrower twin crankshafts which 

were geared together to run in opposite directions and 

beefed up gears in the gearbox to replace the items from 

the 125cc engine, used heretofore. The series of levers 

operating the carburettors were replaced by cables. 

 With a bore and stroke of 43mm x 42.6mm, the 

motor produced 54 bhp at 12,000rpm and weighed a 

portly 130kg (286lb). Suzuki concentrated on obtaining 

a high power output and thought that they could then 

develop the reliability and handling! 
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 In 1963 Honda were caught napping and Jim 

Redman only won the 250cc title by two points. With 

their resources stretched by the foray into Formula 1, 

Honda thought that the previous year’s bikes, that had 

dominated and given them an easy victory in 1962, 

would be more than adequate. However, they were 

given a real fright and pushed all the way by the most 

unlikely combination of Tarquinio Provini on a single 

cylinder DOHC four-stroke Morini! It was producing 

20% less power but weighed only 105kg, as opposed to 

the Honda’s 130kg, so it had a very similar power to 

weight ratio and strange as it may seem, it was on the 

faster circuits that it gave Redman’s RC164 four the 

most problems. The title race went down to the last race 

in Japan and Provini and Morini must have rued  

missing the TT after failing to submit their entry in time! 

 

 The problem for Honda was that the 250 four was 

reaching the end of its development and they did not 

have a new design in the wings. Yamaha’s incursion 

into GPs in 1963 with their first version of the RD56 

showed that they would present Honda with an even 

bigger problem than the Provini/Morini combination, 

particularly now that they had signed Englishman Phil 

Read to lead their assault. Honda built new bikes for 

Redman, squeezing another 3bhp out of the motor and 

reduced the weight by 5kg. It was the last version of the 

in-line DOHC 250cc four, the engines of which were 

inclined so that the cylinders and heads were exposed to 

the air flow. The cooling was further aided by the lack 

of front down tubes with the engine being a stressed 

member of the frame. The overhead camshafts were 

driven by gears and operated four valves per cylinder.  

 

 It produced 48bhp at 14,000rpm with a maximum 

rev limit of 1000rpm above this and weighed 125kg. 

The power output was therefore virtually the same as the 

Yamaha RD56 but it weighed another 5 to 10kg so it 

would lose out in the acceleration stakes but it did have 

a useful over-rev margin.  
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The 1964 Honda RC165 250cc Four 

Superb studio shot of Jim Redman’s Honda RC1964 250cc four-cylinder machine. It is the actual bike he rode in the 

epic 1964 Dutch TT duel with Phil Read which was given to him by Honda at the end of the season. The inclined 

dohc, 4 valves per cylinder engine acted as a stressed member of the frame. Courtesy of Bonhams. 
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 It was the East German, Walter Kaaden that 

exploited the potential of the simple utilitarian two-

stroke engine to produce four-stroke beating power from 

its twice as frequent power stroke. He pioneered the disc 

valve to overcome the limitations of the symmetrical 

piston port and harnessed the exhaust resonances to 

overcome the loss of mixture through the equally 

symmetrical exhaust port. Kaaden was hampered by 

lack of resources and access to the best materials but he 

pointed the way to the Japanese. He reversed the 

cylinders to give the all important expansion chambers a 

straight run and added water-cooling to dissipate the 

heat, particularly around the exhaust port which was 

then not exposed to the natural air flow. Using the 

accepted 56 x 50.6 dimensions for maximum revs and 

power, the 1964 bike produced 45/50 bhp at around 

11,000 rpm and weighed much the same as the Honda. 

 

The 1964 Benelli 259cc DOHC four 

 

 After his success the previous year Tarquinio Provini 

joined Benelli and played a big part in the development 

of the four-cylinder four-stroke. It was smaller, lighter 

and lower than its predecessor with attention paid to 

detail, such as the long thin tank that enabled Provini to 

squeeze behind the fairing. The motor was housed in a 

new featherbed type frame and an extra gear added to 

the gearbox with first ultra low so the motor would fire 

up easily and provide a quick getaway. Gears 2 to 5 

were quite close to keep the engine pulling on tight 

twisty circuits, then there was a bit of a gap to 6th and a 

small step to 7th which then became an overdrive. For 

Montjuich Park in Spain, where Provini excelled, this 

meant he only used top gear once but had a gear for 

every corner. The wheelbase was quite short at 1250mm 

and with a 50/50 weight distribution the bike had stable 

but quick handling. It produced 45 bhp at 14,000rpm, 

was less peaky than the Honda and weighed a very 

competitive 112kg. 

 

 This book is a record of Yamaha’s achievements in 

Classic Grand Prix racing and although this chapter is 

entitled the 1964 250cc World Championship, the 125cc 

RA97 twin competed in the 125cc class of both the 

Dutch TT and the West German GP and the account of 

these races are included. This bike was used as a 

development tool for a later machine so its inclusion is 

justified on that alone. 

 

 The Points Scoring System 

 

 Points were awarded to finishers from 1st to 6th place, 

8, 6, 4, 3, 2, and 1 respectively with the rider’s best 6 

scores to count.  
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 This was the first time a round of the world 

championship was held in the USA and it was a prelude 

to the prestigious Daytona race week. As this was 

traditionally held in February each year, this meant a 

very early start for the GPs, the first European round 

normally being held late April/early May. Jim Redman, 

the Honda team captain, who was spending the close 

season racing in Australia and New Zealand, contacted 

the organiser, Bill France of the US MC, to negotiate 

terms for the Honda team.  

 

 He was told that a charter flight had been arranged 

from Europe and the team should come on that. Jim 

replied that he was in NZ, the bikes were in Japan and it 

would be cheaper to go direct to America than to go to 

Europe and catch the charter flight. Bill France would 

not yield, it was the charter flight or nothing and he said 

he knew Honda would take it because there were 

championship points at stake! It is worth noting at this 

point that the charter flight had been organised by the 

British Motor Cycle Racing Club and not the US MC so 

all the latter were offering was to pay the cost of the 

charter tickets, it was not as if they had forked out for 

the full cost of the plane and needed to fill it. 

 

 Before Jim Redman could reply he received a wire 

from Japan informing him that the new bikes would not 

be ready for the start of the 1964 season and would he 

mind missing the Daytona race as this was the option 

that Honda preferred. Redman was more than happy to 

do so and took great delight in sending a telegram to Bill 

France asking for a huge amount of money for the 

Honda team to appear. As expected the proposal was 

summarily dismissed with the repeated comment that he 

knew they would appear because points were at stake. It 

was common knowledge that the organisers and the FIM 

exploited the riders and factories in those days but did 

anyone realise how blatant and open it was? Redman 

took great pleasure in telling him that the Honda team 

would not be taking part! 

 The US MC had contravened the FIM rules that 

stated “In the case of classic events that take place 

outside of Europe, promoters must invite the three 

leading drivers in each class and must guarantee to pay 

them not less than their travel expenses (return) for 

themselves, their machines plus their board and lodging 

for the period of the event. Failure to comply with this 

rule may result in the cancellation of the event from the 

World Championship”. On the front page of their issue 

reporting the US GP, “Motor Cycling” drew attention to 

this rule and said if the FIM abided by their rules, then 

the United States GP could be deprived of its World 

Championship status! They ended the report with a 

touch of realism by saying that “It remains to be seen 

whether the FIM will be as stringent in enforcing its 

rules against an organiser as it is in taking riders to task 

for relatively trivial offences”. 

 

 Yamaha were in a similar position to Honda in that 

their new bikes would not be ready for the first race but 

it was not due to the very early start of the season 

because the new machines would not arrive in Europe 

until the fourth race, the IOM TT. Until then Phil Read 

raced the 1963 RD56 as a privateer, except that he did 

have two works mechanics with him. At Daytona he was 

looking to take advantage of main rival Jim Redman’s 

absence and Yamaha sent Ito sent over to support him. 

The circuit used two thirds of the Daytona banking and 

some of the infield roads, including a couple of 180 

degree, constant radius corners, so it suited bikes which 

were fast in a straight line. It was no surprise, therefore, 

that Schneider on the water-cooled square four Suzuki 

was fastest in practice, nearly 3 seconds quicker than 

Read. Itoh took third, 0.43 seconds behind Phil and 

nearly 2 seconds in front of 4th qualifier Shepherd, who 

was riding the water-cooled MZ twin. 
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Round 1: United States GP, Daytona 

2nd February 1964 

Daytona Speedway 4.989km (3.10  miles) 

 Rider Machine  m    sec 

1  

2  

3  

4  

5  

Schneider 

Read  

Ito 

Shepherd 

Provini 

Suzuki Sq4 

Yamaha 2  

Yamaha 2  

MZ 2 

Benelli 4 

1   55.58            

1   58.40   

1   58.83  

2     0.80   

2     8.62    

250cc Practice Leader Board 
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 The 250s lined up on the grid for the penultimate 

race in bright sunny weather and Read led as they came 

round for the first time. Neither Itoh or Schneider were 

able to complete the first lap before their machines 

failed and although Read was still ahead at the end of 

the second lap, his bike started to slow as it fell victim to 

plug fouling, the bane of the early works Yamahas, 

forcing him to retire. This handed the lead to Alan 

Shepherd (MZ) and he appeared to have the measure of 

second man Provini before the latter’s Benelli gave up 

on the 20th lap. Shepherd, who was the only works rider 

and championship contender left, ended up wining 

easily, lapping the rest of the field. World 

Championship races were given to countries like Canada 

and USA for political reasons without any real regard as 

to whether they were capable of running a GP. 

Following on from the organisers blatant disregard for 

the rule that they should have paid Redman his expenses 

to attend the meeting, there was an interesting comment 

at the end of the results in “Motor Cycling“ under the 

heading “Fastest Lap“. It said “unknown to the 

organisers”. The reader is left to decide for themselves 

as to what that might mean! 
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250cc USA GP - 26 Laps, 129.71 km (80.6 miles) 

The 1963 Yamaha RD56 that Phil Read had make do with until his new version was available, not that it was a 

slouch however, because it still had the legs of the opposition and it was not just a case of marking time. 

Right:: Read follows Ito round the infield on lap one. 

250cc USA GP  26 laps - 129.71 km (80.60 miles) 

 Rider  Machine m   sec    kph mph 

1  

2  

3  

4  

5  

6 

A Shepherd 

R Grant 

B Gehring 

J Rockett 

D Brown 

R Hamilton 

MZ 2 

Parilla  

Bultaco  

Ducati 

Ducati 

Ducati 

53   28  

  1 lap  

 2 laps 

 2 laps 

 2 laps 

 2 laps 

146.75 

- 

- 

- 

- 

-   

91.19 

- 

- 

- 

- 

-      
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 The new lower and lighter 250cc Honda fours made 

their debut in Spain and Alan Shepherd had the 1964 

version of the 250 MZ twin for the first time which had 

a new duplex “featherbed” frame and was lower and 

lighter. Phil Read was still on the old RD56 but he had a 

new circuit to learn as this was his first visit to 

Montjuich Park, a tight and twisty road course. 

Tarquinio Provini excelled on such a track and would be 

the man to beat but he had fright in practice alright. A 

dog which had got loose on the circuit, was missed by 

the two riders ahead of him but Provini, unable to avoid 

it completely as he came upon the creature at very high 

speed, clipped it with his foot and fairing and sent it 

rolling down the road. Fortunately neither of them came 

to any harm with the dog having the presence of mind to 

pick itself up, dust itself down, jump over the straw-

bales and disappear incognito into the crowd, leaving a 

shocked and very annoyed Provini gesticulating his 

displeasure at the incident to the officials. 

 With such a difficult course and a very low average 

speed of only just over 70mph, practice was a nightmare 

for Phil Read as the plugs constantly oiled up. There 

was virtually no power below 8,000 rpm so with peak 

power at 10,500 rpm, it was not easy to keep the engine 

in the power band and as soon as it dropped out, the 

plugs fouled. Read was still adjusting to riding the razor 

sharp seven speed two-stroke after most of his time 

spent racing the single cylinder AJS and Norton four-

strokes which were much softer with wider power bands 

requiring only four gears and he had found the jump to 

the five-speed Gilera difficult enough.    

 

 As expected, Provini (Benelli) was fastest in 

practice; nearly half a second quicker than Read with 

Taveri only a fraction slower than Phil but Redman was 

over 2 seconds down on all three. Either Jim was 

sandbagging or the new Honda four was not as good as 

last year’s bike or maybe it was a bit of both? 
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Round 2: Spanish GP, Montjuich Park, 

3rd May 1964 

Early in the race, quick starting Redman (Honda 4) is being caught by Provini (Benelli 4).   

Montjuich Park 3.79 km (2.36 miles) 

 Rider Machine  m    sec 

1  

2  

3  

4  

5  

Provini 

Read 

Taveri 

Redman  

Milani 

Benelli 4 

Yamaha 2 

Honda 4 

Honda 4  

Aermacchi 

1   59.30             

1   59.75    

1   59.78  

2     2.00   

2     2.66    

250cc Practice Leader Board 
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 Even though Phil Read was the only representative 

from Yamaha, seventeen works bikes lined up for the 

start of the 33 lap penultimate race, including three 

apiece from Honda and Suzuki plus bikes from the 

home manufacturers, Bultaco and Montesa. Jim Redman 

was the first off the line from the push start and quickly 

opened up a 200 yard gap over Read and Provini, who 

were contesting second place. After 3 laps Provini was 

able to shake off Read and begin bridging the gap to  

Redman until by the end of lap 5 he was right with him. 

 

 Redman held Provini off for 3 laps but at quarter 

distance the ‘Master of Montjuich’ got past and eased 

away for such a comfortable win that he was able to 

spend the last few laps waving to the crowd. Read and 

Redman maintained station to take 2nd and 3rd, 

respectively. The track did not suit the Suzuki square 

fours which, although very fast, did not handle very well 

and this was exacerbated by the fact that the power was 

so abrupt, either on or off. Hugh Anderson had a steady 

ride finishing 5th whilst team mate Bertie Schneider was 

in a safe 6th place when he saw the chequered flag being 

readied for Provini and stopped a lap early. As a result 

he was pushed down to 8th by two Montesas, one of 

which was unstreamlined, had only four speeds and was 

fitted with an air filter! Both the Suzuki riders had been 

lapped and were over 2 minutes behind the winner! 

 

 It is interesting to note that Redman’s race time was 

over 50s slower than his time over the same distance in 

1963, suggesting that the extra few bhp at the top end 

had been achieved at the expense of a narrower power 

band and loss of torque lower down, the latter being so 

important at such a tight course as Montjuich Park.  
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250cc Spanish GP - 33 Laps, 125.07 km (77.72miles) 

Fastest Lap; T Provini (Benelli 4), 1m 56.21s = 117.43 kph (72.96 mph)  

Lap Record: T Provini (Morini), 1m 54.85s, = 118.80 kph (73.82 mph) 1963 

Anderson (Suzuki Sq4) about to suffer the indignity of being lapped by Provini towards the end of the race. 

250cc Spanish GP 33 laps-125.07 km (77.72 miles) 
 

World Championship 

 Rider  Machine m    sec    kph mph  Rider Points Wins 

1  

2  

3  

4  

5  

6 

T Provini 

J Redman 

P Read 

I Kasuya 

H Anderson 

J Sirera 

Benelli 4 

Honda 4 

Yamaha 2 

Honda 4 

Suzuki Sq4 

Montesa 

64  58.43 

65  20.14 

65  52.26 

   1 lap 

   1 lap 

   1 lap 

115.50 

114.86 

113.92 

     - 

     - 

     - 

1  

2  

3  

3  

5  

5 

Shepherd 

Provini 

Redman 

Grant 

Read 

Gehring 

8 

8 

6 

6 

4 

4 

1  

1 

- 

- 

- 

- 

 71.77 

 71.37 

 70.79 

    - 

    - 

    - 
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 This year it was the turn of the tortuous 5-mile 

circuit in the picturesque Auvergne Mountains high 

above Clermont-Ferrand to host the French GP. It was a 

very dangerous track with walls, fences and kerbs lining 

the undulating public road course with sheer drops in 

places, yet it had a history of epic races and this year 

was no exception. You only need to look at a map of the 

circuit to appreciate how difficult it was and that does 

not reveal the physical hazards or the topography of the 

terrain. 

 

 Phil Read, still on the 1963 RD56, was fastest in 

practice 2 seconds quicker than Jim Redman and with 

the next rider, Suzuki’s Schneider, another 7 seconds 

down, it looked very much that the race would be 

between the two of them. Phil was obviously getting to 

grips with the 7-speed gearbox and keeping the revs in 

the narrow power band to avoid plug fouling as this was 

another slow twisty track with the average speed again 

in the low 70mph. As well as becoming more familiar 

with the bike he had improved the handling by removing 

the steering damper! Provini, joint championship leader, 

was unable to take part in the race as both his bikes had 

blown up in practice and they had no spares! 
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Round 3: French GP, Clermont-Ferrand, 

17th May 1964 

Phil Read leads at the height of his battle with Jim Redman before the 4 cylinder Honda lost a couple of pots. 

 Rider Machine  m    sec 

1  

2  

3  

4  

5  

6 

Read  

Redman 

Schneider 

Taveri 

Anderson 

Perris 

Yamaha 2 

Honda 4  

Suzuki Sq4 

Honda 4  

Suzuki Sq4 

Suzuki Sq4 

  3    55.8   

  3    57.8 

  4      5.8 

  4      6.9 

  4      9.4 

  4    15.5                    

250cc Practice Leader Board 
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 Read led from the start and Redman had to rev his 

Honda four to the limit as he braked hard and late trying 

to stay with Phil’s ‘old Yamaha’. After two laps Jim 

managed to sneak by but Read fought back immediately 

and for the next eight laps it was a real ding dong with 

the lead switching to and fro as they left the rest of the 

field in their wake. There was never more than a bike’s 

length between the two of them as the exhaust of Jim’s 

screaming Honda mingled with Phil’s screeching 

Yamaha to produce a fantastic blend of sound. Then 

Redman pushed hard, over-revving the engine to make 

full use of the Honda’s wider power band and led for 

two laps. Phil tried hard to stay with him but he realised 

that he had reached his limit and would have to let Jim 

go but no sooner had he come to this conclusion than the 

Honda four lost two cylinders, forcing Redman to retire 

at half distance on lap 8.  

 

 Whilst all the attention was on this fantastic duel at 

the front, Taveri (Honda) and Schneider (Suzuki) 

established themselves in third/forth respectively but the 

other two Suzuki square fours ridden by Anderson and 

Perris oiled plugs early on forcing them to call into the 

pits. This allowed Bruce Beale on a Honda and Rex 

Avery on a Yamaha, both production twins, to move up 

to fifth and sixth places. Avery was giving Beale a run 

for his money when his bike broke away on a fast 

lefthander, hit the bank and cart-wheeled 30 metres 

down a one-in-one drop onto a pile of jagged rocks! The 

machine was a write off but Avery had a miraculous 

escape suffering just two grazed fingers!  

 

With Redman out Read was able to relax and cruise to 

an easy win with a margin of more than 1min 40secs 

over 2nd man Taveri (Honda) and almost 3mins ahead 

of 3rd placed Schneider (Suzuki)! After repeated pit 

stops for new plugs, all to no avail, both Anderson and 

Perris had to retire. Phil admitted that the duel with 

Redman ‘was a bit hairy whilst it lasted’! Such was the 

intensity of their battle that not only did they both break 

the 3 year old class record, they also beat the absolute 

track record set by Gary Hocking (500 MV) also in 

1961. In addition to the track providing no margin for 

error, it was also very hard on machinery and only six 

bikes finished. With the IOM TT the next race on the 

calendar Phil Read was in good shape. He had twice as 

many points as his main rival, Redman and the new, 

more powerful, RD56 would be waiting, ready for  him 

when he arrived in the Island. 
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250cc French GP - 16 Laps, 128.88 km (80.08 miles) 

250cc French GP  16 laps-128.88 km (80.08 miles) 
 

World Championship 

 Rider  Machine  m   sec   kph mph  Rider Points Wins 

1  

2  

3  

4  

5  

6 

P Read 

L Taveri 

B Schneider 

B Beale 

E Weis 

R Mailles 

Yamaha 2 

Honda 4  

Suzuki Sq 4  

Honda 2  

Honda 2  

Morini 

 63  46.2 

 65  27.7 

 66  43.5 

   1 lap  

  2 laps 

  3 laps 

121.27 

118.13 

115.90  

- 

- 

-  

1  

2  

3  

4  

5  

6 

Read 

Shepherd 

Provini 

Redman 

Taveri 

Grant 

12 

8 

8 

6 

6 

6 

1  

1 

1 

- 

- 

- 

75.36          

73.40 

72.02  

- 

- 

-  

Record lap: P Read (Yamaha 2) and J Redman (Honda), 3m 52.9s = 124.51 kph (77.37 mph)  

Old Record; G Hocking (MV 2) 3m 54.5s = 123.66 kph ( 76.84 mph) 1961 

The tortuous 8.055 km (5.01 miles) public road   

course in the Auvergne  Mountains high  

above Clermont-Ferrand 
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 The long awaited 1964 version of the Yamaha RD56 

made its first appearance and it was stunning both in 

looks and performance. It was lower, more compact and 

decked out in a fantastic new red and white livery which 

became the traditional Yamaha colours for many years. 

The body work was painted white with a 6 inch red 

stripe down the middle of the fairing, along the top of 

the new slim line tank and the new look seat tail. The 

fairing which been had been designed in a wind tunnel, 

was waisted to follow the contours of the bike and 

reduce the frontal area. At the time it was labelled as 

ugly by some commentators but more discerning 

Yamaha fans knew differently, because from the front 

the silhouette resembled an hourglass and we of a 

certain gender know how attractive that shape can be. 

 

 Phil Read and Mike Duff stood in awe the first time 

they set their eyes on it, taking in its functional beauty. 

Duff thought that aesthetically it was second to none and 

was almost lost for words after riding it but managed to 

blurt out “They are fantastically fast”. After the first 

practice session Phil Read said, “These are much better 

than the old bikes, there is really no comparison.” The 

rear brake had a new unique adjuster, a thumb operated 

lever on the collar between the left handlebar grip and 

the clutch lever mounting. This lever was connected by 

cable to an eccentric on the brake fulcrum and by 

pushing the lever forward, any slack detected by the 

rider at the foot pedal could be taken up. 

 

 Yamaha, who really valued the team prize, had eight 

of the new bikes in the island which could have been 

why they took so long to appear. It was enough for two 

bikes each for four riders and the team was originally to 

be Read, Duff, Godfrey and Itoh. Early on Tony 

Godfrey decided that he had not recovered sufficiently 

from his horrific crash in 1963 and opted just to ride his 

softer 350cc and 500cc British singles. He  was replaced 

by Tommy Robb who had been sacked from the Honda 

team just prior to practice for the previous round, the 

French GP. Ito, who suffered concussion and injured a 

shoulder when he crashed at the non-championship 

Round 4: Isle of Man TT,  

8th June 1964 
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The factory mechanics prepare the new Yamaha RD56 twin for the rigours of the TT course. 
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Malaysian GP in March, was said to be fully recovered 

but each day when he failed to turn out for practice, he 

said he would be out the following day but tomorrow 

never came and he did not qualify 

. 

 After the 1963 250cc TT race was lost in the pits 

with an over long pit stop, Yamaha had made some 8 

gallon fuel tanks to enable the riders to do the race non-

stop. With the new fairing fitting the bike much better, 

there was very little room for a larger tank and it was 

almost as if they had sat a rider on the bike in the 

crouched racing position, put a big dollop of putty in 

place and pressed it to fill all the available gaps to form 

the pattern. The only trouble was that without any 

European riders to hand, Yamaha would have used a 

fellow countryman to check the size but they are smaller 

than the average European and neither Read nor Duff 

were average but rather tall and lanky. Consequently, 

the bigger tanks did not fit them and foam rubber had to 

be stuck to the sides of the tank to ease their discomfort, 

resulting in their knees protruding out into the airflow, 

negating much of the work in the wind tunnel. The 

Japanese engineers also did not take into account the 

effect that all that extra fuel sloshing around high up on 

the frame would have on the handling early on. They 

used the tanks to keep the opposition guessing but 

quickly abandoned the idea of filling them right up to do 

the race non-stop. The photos taken at the time do not 

show the shape of the bigger tank very well but film 

footage has since made its way onto a number of videos 

covering that period that reveals it quite effectively. 

 

 Phil Read led the practice leader board with Duff 

second, and Redman third but the times were not that 

quick with the speeds only in the low to mid 90mph 

(150kph). Read’s fastest lap to take pole position was, in 

fact, during his very first practice session early on 

Saturday morning when he was trying the oversized 

tank! For experienced TT riders who knew the course 

well, there was no need to push it throughout the lap 

because conditions early morning/late evening were 

often difficult and that year it was cold throughout with 

some damp sessions. It was also useful not to show you 

hand and with such a long course, it was possible to split 

it into sections, trying hard on each section on different 

laps. Then, if you had timers dotted around the course, 

you could piece together a realistic lap time using the 

fastest times from each section without revealing your 

best lap times to the opposition 

 

 Honda stung by the RC165s poor showing to date 

flew in two new 250s for Jim Redman. As usual they 

were tight lipped about the changes but one was 

observed to have a slightly modified front brake but no 

doubt there were more significant changes under the 

skin. Benelli had a more powerful bike than the one that 

Provini had won on in Spain.  

 After their performance the previous year, a new 

very much improved bike and a stronger team both in 

numbers and ability, Yamaha were the clear favourites 

for the 250 TT which was scheduled for Monday 

afternoon at 1.30pm. For fans in the UK it was possible 

to tune into the BBC Light Programme and listen to a 

commentary of the start, a progress report half way 

through and then the finish, performed by the father and 

son duo of Graham and Murray Walker.  
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 Rider Machine  m     sec 

1  

2  

3  

4  

5  

6 

P Read  

M Duff 

J Redman 

F Perris 

T Provini 

J Ahearn 

Yamaha 2 

Yamaha 2 

Honda 4  

Suzuki Sq 4 

Benelli 4 

Suzuki Sq 4 

 23   22.0 

 23   48.2 

 24   13.2 

 24   15.8 

 24   21.0 

 25   15.8 

250cc Practice Leader Board 

The magical Isle of Man TT Mountain Course 

37.73 miles (60.72 km) 
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 Monday dawned bright, sunny and warm in contrast 

to practice week and when the klaxon sounded at 1pm to 

signal the start of the warm up period in the paddock, a 

cacophony of sound was unleashed as 64 engines were 

fired up and revved rhythmically. Redman, winner in 

1963, was number 1 and led off the interval start at 

1.30pm. The main contenders lined up as follows; 

 

      Rider                             Starting Interval (secs) 

  

1 Redman (Honda)  

         4 Perris (Suzuki)         +10 

5 Minter (Cotton)    6 Schneider (Suzuki    +20 

7 Robb (Yamaha)  8 Duff Yamaha      +30 

                    10 Shepherd (MZ)     +40 

11 Kasuya (Honda)      12 Taveri (Honda)      +50 

                    14 Anderson (Suzuki)   +60 

                    16 Read (Yamaha)    +70 

17 Provini (Benelli)           +80 

 

 As Redman pushed off at the drop of the flag, his 

Honda burst into life and he screamed away towards 

Bray Hill. Then it was wave after wave of two-strokes 

firing up and accelerating away as the bystanders 

eardrums were assailed by a succession of high pitch 

screeching sounds with only a quick break when the 

Hondas of Taveri and Kasuya lowered the tone as the 

team mates departed together. Redman was the first to 

reach Ballacraine followed by Schneider who had made 

up four places using the speed of the Suzuki square-four 

to good effect. On the fast stretch past the Highlander 

and through Greeba, he was clocked at 141.1 mph by the 

speed trap, the fastest of the race. Provini passed Read 

as Phil took it steady with a full fuel load but neither 

Perris nor Duff reached Ballacraine, their engines 

seized, the Suzuki at the Highlander and the Yamaha at 

Greeba Castle. At Sulby, 20 miles out, Redman led 

followed by Schneider, Shepherd, Ahearn and Taveri, 

then Read, who was only 20yds behind the Honda rider 

and in front of Provini. Phil had settled down and was 

now riding fast with a good rhythm but Redman led the 

race on corrected time by 3 seconds. 

 

 Through Ramsey and up over the mountain, Redman 

still led on the roads but at Keppel Gate he was only 1 

sec ahead of Phil on corrected time. As Jim flashed by to 

complete the first lap, the grandstand crowd waited for 

Read come through. Shepherd appeared first only 10 

seconds behind Redman on corrected time then Read but 

drama, drama, instead of shooting through he cut his 

engine and called in to the pits to change the plugs! 

Whilst he was stuck there Taveri, Ahearn, Provini and 

Schneider all went by to start their second lap.  

250cc Lightweight TT– 6 Laps, 226.4 miles (365.34 km) 

250cc TT First Lap Leader Board 

  

 1  

 2 

 3 

 4  

 5 

 6 

Rider  

J Redman  

P Read  

A Shepherd 

L Taveri  

T Provini  

J Ahearn 

Machine 

Honda 4 

Yamaha 2 

MZ 2 

Honda 4 

Benelli 4 

Suzuki Sq4 

m       s 

23     4.8 

23     8.0 

23   15.0 

23   34.8 

23   49.2 

23     5.8 

mph 

98.08        

97.86     

97.37  

96.00  

95.04  

93.94 

Yamaha duo Duff & Robb at Quarter Bridge on lap 1.  

Read’s enforced stop to change plugs end of lap 1. 
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Second and Third Laps 

 

 At Sulby the times revealed the race order to be 

Redman, Shepherd, Taveri, Provini, Ahearn followed by 

Read who was down in 6th place as a result of his pit 

stop but he was rapidly hauling them back. As they 

finished the 2nd lap, the times showed that Redman and 

Shepherd had lapped within half a second of each other. 

The MZ rider was fastest and he was keeping the gap to 

the Honda down to 10secs on corrected time but he was 

16 seconds shy of Bob McIntyre’s near 100mph lap set 

in 1961. Read came through in 5th place, leading 

Provini by 20 metres as he crossed the line as he tried to 

reopen the 10s gap that separated them at the start. 

Ahearn retired at the Highlander pushing the two up a 

place and Provini was still with Read at Sulby, so 

closely tucked in behind that the commentator did not 

notice him until they heeled right over the bridge.  

 

 

 Redman, his fuel load now very low, pushed hard 

over the mountain, pitting to fill up at the end of the 

third lap and he took just 34 seconds before pushing off 

once more. On corrected time, Shepherd was still only 

10s behind Redman but as Read flashed through, 

Provini stopped to refuel and he had obviously been 

getting a tow because they both came within a whisker 

of Mac’s record with Read fastest at 99.42 mph. If only 

Phil had not had to tow the Benelli over the mountain, 

surely he would have broken the lap record and may 

even have achieved the magic ton? 
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Read hurtling through the suburbs of Ramsey as he tries to claw back the time he lost in the pits. 

250cc TT Second Lap Leader Board 

  

 1  

 2 

 3 

 4  

 5 

 6 

Rider  

J Redman  

A Shepherd 

L Taveri  

T Provini  

P  Read  

J Ahearn 

Machine 

Honda 4 

MZ 2 

Honda 4 

Benelli 4 

Yamaha 2 

Suzuki Sq4 

m       s 

46     5.8 

46   15.6 

46   57.0 

47     6.8 

47   16.8 

47   57.4 

mph 

98.24        

97.89     

96.45  

96.12  

95.79  

94.42 
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TT Course 

37.73 miles 

(60.72 km) 
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Fourth Lap 

 

 After Redman went through Sulby still leading on 

the road, the commentator got very excited as two riders 

approached him side by side, it was Read and Shepherd 

and as the two rounded Ginger Hall, the lefthander, 

Read started to pull away. Following Redman’s pit stop, 

Phil was now leading the race by 7 seconds but he had 

not yet refuelled and the opposition must have wondered 

if the 8 gallon tank had been filled right up!. Redman 

drifted wide at Keppel Gate taking it easy on the 

lefthanders because a slight oil leak had got onto the left 

side of the tyre, giving him at fright at Ramsey Hairpin. 

Read passed through Keppel 53 seconds after Redman 

with Shepherd in his slipstream, giving Phil a race lead 

of 17secs. Redman flashed through to start his 5th lap 

soon followed by Read but as the Yamaha man cut his 

engine to coast into his pit, Shepherd carried on through. 

The Honda pit must have breathed a sigh of relief 

particularly when it became another long stop of 1m 

19s, as Phil’s plugs were changed again. A combination 

of him slowing for his stop and Redman speeding up 

meant that Read only led by 8.4s at the end of the lap 

but that was all academic after such a long stop.  

 

250cc TT Leaders, Start of Fourth Lap   

  

 1  

 2 

 3 

 4  

 5 

 6 

Rider  

J Redman  

A Shepherd   

T Provini  

P Read  

L Taveri 

S Malina 

Machine 

Honda 4 

MZ 2 

Benelli 4  

Yamaha 2 

Honda 4  

CZ 

h    m       s 

1      9   14.2     

1      9   24.6 

1      9   53.6 

1    10     2.6 

1    12   31.2 

1    14   11.8 

mph 

98.10        

97.85     

97.18  

96.97  

93.67  

90.94 
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Shepherd caught and passed by Read, tries to stay in touch as they approach Ramsey Hairpin on lap four. 

250cc TT, Fourth Lap Leader board 

  

 1  

 2 

 3 

 4  

 5 

 6 

Rider  

P Read  

J Redman  

A Shepherd   

T Provini  

S Malina 

A Pagani 

Machine 

Yamaha 2 

Honda 4 

MZ 2 

Benelli 4  

CZ 

Paton 

h   m      s  

1   33     0.4 

1   33     8.8 

1   33   27.0 

1   34     7.0 

1   40   13.2 

1   42   58.6 

mph 

97.37        

97.22     

96.91  

96.22  

90.37  

87.95 
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Fifth Lap 

 Read fired up the Yamaha once more to rejoin the 

fray but not for long, he was reported to have stopped at 

Quarter Bridge and be making adjustments but this was 

all to no avail, the engine had seized! From then on the 

race became a procession as Redman gradually eased 

further away from Shepherd to win by 41 seconds and 

with 3rd placed Pagani over 17 minutes behind, it ended 

in an anticlimax. Not that Redman was concerned, 

however, because he had chalked up an important 

victory to score 8 pts that put him level with new leader 

Shepherd and 4pts ahead of Read, his main rival. 

 

 For Yamaha the 250cc TT was disappointing after 

their success in 1963. The weather during practice was 

quite different to that on race day and carburation is so 

critical on a thoroughbred racing two-stroke. Even when 

the weather is similar during practice and race week, the 

atmospheric conditions night and morning, that is 

temperature and humidity, are usually very different to 

the time the race would be run during the day. With the 

climb up and down Snaefell, the IOM TT course also 

presented a great variation in atmospheric pressure and 

oxygen content that was difficult for a racing two-stroke 

motor to cope with. Then there was that very slow 

section through Governor’s Bridge where it was difficult 

to keep the revs up to prevent the plugs from fouling and 

even though it was just before the pits, it was difficult to 

make up the time lost even in such a long race.  

 

 All the more reason to wonder why Yamaha vetoed a 

suggestion that the 250s be allowed to practice on 

Thursday afternoon with the 350s and 500s as this 

would have given them the opportunity to set up the 

carburation at a similar time to race day! Read said that 

they had learned a lot from the race even though Robb 

was the only finisher way down in 7th place. The 1964 

version of the RD56 was slower than the 1963 machine 

through the speed trap but those extra large tanks with 

the knees sticking out into the air stream did rather 

increase the drag. 
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250cc TT, Fifth Lap Leader board 

  

 1  

 2 

 3 

 4  

 5 

 6 

Rider  

J Redman  

A Shepherd  

S Malina 

T Provini 

A Pagani 

R Boughey 

Machine 

Honda 4 

MZ 2 

CZ 

Benelli 4  

Paton 

Yamaha 2 

h   m       s 

1   56     8.0 

1   56   40.4 

2     5     4.4 

2     7     6.0 

2   11     6.0 

2   21   34.2 

    mph  

97.47 

97.03 

90.51 

89.06 

86.35 

79.96 

Redman’s Honda, out sped by Read’s Yamaha, had the last laugh as it outran the fragile two-stroke. 
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Fastest lap; P Read (Yamaha 2), 22m 46.2s = 99.42 mph (160..00 kph)  

 

Lap Record; R McIntyre (Honda 4), 22m 44.0s = 99.58 mph (160.25 kph) 1961 

250cc TT 6 laps-226.4 miles (364.34 km) 
 

World Championship 

 Rider  Machine hr  m   sec   mph   kph  Rider Points Wins 

1  

2  

3  

4  

5  

6 

7 

J Redman 

A Shepherd 

A Pagani 

S Malina 

R Boughey 

C Hunt 

T Robb 

Honda 4 

MZ 2 

Paton 

CZ 

Yamaha 2 

Aermacchi 

Yamaha 2 

 2  19  23.6 

 2  20    4.6 

 2  37  35.8 

 2  38  52.8 

 2  49  40.6 

 2  51  24.2  

 2  51  48.6 

 97.45 

 96.97 

 86.20 

 85.51 

 80.06 

 79.25 

 79.07 

1 

1  

3  

4  

5  

6 

Shepherd 

Redman 

Read 

Provini 

Taveri 

Grant 

14  

14 

12  

  8 

  6 

  6 

1  

1 

1 

1 

- 

- 

156.83 

156.06 

138.72 

137.62 

128.84 

127.54 

127.25 

 

Yamaha’s Grand Prix History                                                                       The 1964 250cc World Championship  

Great shot of Alan Shepherd at Ramsey Hairpin on his way to second place on his MZ twin. 
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